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For univariate polynomials with real or complex coefficients and a given error 
bound l > 0, h is called a quasi-gcd off and g, if h is an e-approximate divisor of 
f and of g and if any (exact) common divisor off, g is an approximate divisor of h. 
Extended quasi-gcd computation means to find such h and additional cofactors u, u 
such that ) uf + ug - h 1 < l / h 1 holds. Suitable “pivoting” leads to a numerically 
stable version of Euclid’s algorithm for solving this task. Further refinements by a 
divide-and-conquer technique and by means of fast algorithms for polynomial arith- 
metic then yield the worst case upper bound 0 (n2 lg n (lg( 1 /E) + n lg n)) of “pointer 
time” for &-degree polynomials. In the particular case of integer polynomials, 
however, an immediate reduction to fast integer gcd computation is recommended, 
instead. 0 1985 Academic PICSS, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In algebraic complexity theory the (sequential) time complexity of com- 
puting polynomial gcd’s is quite well understood. Adaptation of the fast 
integer gcd algorithm (due to Lehmer, 1938; Knuth, 1970, 1981; Schonhage, 
1971) to univariate polynomials (cf. Moenck (1973), also Aho et al. (1974, 
Chap. 8.9), and the more extensive treatment in Brent et al. (1980)) has led 
to rather fast algorithms, just with an extra factor of order lg n when compared 
with multiplication time. For the particular model, in which only multi- 
plications and divisions are counted, Strassen (1983) has even proved the 
optimality of these bounds in a rather strong sense. 
While these algebraic methods may, for instance, immediately apply to 
polynomials over finite fields, extra problems arise over R or C. In Brent et 
al. (1980) some of these problems are briefly mentioned (but not solved). Any 
thorough discussion requires a clear notion of how to deal with real (or 
complex) numbers computationally. Here we assume that input numbers 
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(Y E R are (potentially) available at any precision: when called with a 
specified parameter value S, some oracle will deliver some (binary) rational 
a such that Ia - (~1 < 2-” is satisfied, without extra cost. Observe that 
different oracles may possibly specify the same real number in this way. 
Despite the availability of arbitrary high precision for inputs a, p their 
equality cr = p is recursively undecidable. 
Therefore computing the gcd of two polynomialsf, g is impossible (except 
for the stable case, where the gcd equals 1) as illustrated by the paradigmatic 
casef(z) = z - (Y, g(z) = z - p. In this setting any recursively computable 
total function is necessarily continuous. The adequate conclusion from this is 
to drop the idea of computing a function. The situation is possibly best 
explained by reference to a very simple example of a similar nature. Because 
of its discontinuities, the “nearest” integer function k(x) = lx + 0.5 J is not 
recursively computable, but for many applications an approximate equivalent 
will be quite sufficient. Given E > 0 and an input OL it is easy to compute 
some k E Z with 1 (Y - k 1 < 0.5 + E, where uniqueness is not required (two 
different oracles for (Y = k?, close to 8.5, e.g., may lead to different outputs 
8 and 9). 
Similarly, we want to introduce the notion of quasi-g&s. With respect to 
systems of (two) complex polynomial equations in one variable which may 
have solutions close to (or at) infinity (corresponding to nearly vanishing 
leading coefficients) we consider homogeneous polynomials first, say 
n 
A(zo, z,) = c a,z;;-yzy, Bbo, ZJ = 2 &zPzf (1.1) 
v=o p=o 
of degrees 1 5 n 5 m, together with some normalization concerning IA 1 = 
X( ayI, (BJ = Z(&(, for instance, 
IAl, (Bl E k 11; (1.2) 
i.e., we have definitely A # 0, B # 0. (Later on we will specialize to z. = 1 
and write z for zl.) 
1.3. DEFINITION. Given E > 0 and A, B as in (l.l), (1.2), a homoge- 
neous polynomial H of degree k is called a quasi-gcd of A and B within error 
E, iff 
(a) there exist homogeneous polynomials Al of degree n - k and B1 of 
degreem - ksuchthatlHAi -Al C E, lHBl - BI < E; 
(b) for any (exact) common divisor D of A and B there exists some 
homogeneous Q of degree k - deg D such that I DQ - H ( < EJ H 1. 
It is not at all obvious from this definition that computing such a quasi-gcd 
is always possible. The naive idea first to take good rational approximations 
Ao, B. for A, B and then to compute H as the exact gcd of & and Bo, for 
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instance, does not work, as can be seen from the example A = 3,~~ - zo, 
B = zi - 4~0. If the 3 oracle gives 0.333 . . . 33 to any desired length, the 
answer will always be H = 1, incompatible with condition 1.3(b). 
In Section 2 we describe how to reduce such general pairs A, B to the more 
convenient case of ordinary polynomials in one variable z, say f E II,, 
g E II, with m < n and such thatfhas bounded root radius, e.g., p(f) 5 $ 
(for technical reasons) after suitable scaling. Thus we are led to the following 
algorithmic problem. 
1.4. TASK OF EXTENDED QUASI-GCD COMPUTATION. Given f E I&, 
g EII,withl Irn <n,(f(,lglE[~,l],p(f)Ib,andgivenO<EI 
i, find polynomials h and u E I&,-i, v E II,-, such that 
64 IM - fl < 6 lb - gl < l for suitablefi, gl; 
(b) luf+ ug - hi < e/h/. 
Our main result is a good upper bound on the time complexity of this task 
in terms of the parameters n and E. Due to our present knowledge of the time 
bounds on integer multiplication slight variations with respect to the under- 
lying model of computation are to be observed. The intuitive notion of “bit 
complexity” refers to multitape Turing machines (or circuit size). Especially 
smooth time bounds result for pointer machines, as they admit integer multi- 
plication in linear time. With regard to this model we speak of pointer time, 
for brevity. More details about the corresponding costs for basic computations 
with complex polynomials can be found in Schonhage (1982a, b). 
1.5. THEOREM. Extended quasi-gcd computation as spec@ed in 1.4 is 
possible in pointer time 0 (Nn lg n), where N = 0 (n lg( 1 /e) + n2 lg n) is 
a worst case upper bound on the precision required for the cofactors u and 
u (they are obtained within the a priori bound ) u (, I v I < 2Nj h I). For bit 
complexity an extra factor lg N lg lg N comes in. 
The underlying algorithm is rather involved. In order to present the main 
ideas step by step we first describe a simpler version (cf. Section 3) with time 
bound 0 (Nn2). It is essentially a variant of Euclid’s algorithm with suitable 
pivoting. In Section 4, we give the refinements needed for the final bound. 
Some of the algorithmic steps are closely related to the techniques of our 
splitting circle method as described in a preliminary report (Schonhage, 
1982b), a full account of which will be given in a monograph. There is a 
striking similarity between Theorem 1.5 and the time bound obtained in 
Schijnhage (1982b) for the approximate factorization of a single polynomial 
within error E (the difference is just by a factor lg n); at present it is hard to 
judge which of the two problems, approximate factorization or quasi-gcd 
computation, actually is the more difficult one. 
One could get the idea of applying our quasi-gcd algorithm to the exact gcd 
computation of integer polynomials, after a proper choice of E, but the 
resulting time bound is by no means competitive with other methods available 
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for this special case. There is, in fact, a very efficient immediate reduction 
to the gcd computation with long integers; a brief outline of this contrapuntal 
variation on the gcd theme is given in Section 5. 
2. QUASI-DIVISIBILITY 
A natural first step in any gcd computation is to check whether one of the 
given polynomials is a divisor of the other. Since this again is possible in an 
approximate sense only, we arrive at the notion of testing for quasi- 
divisibility. 
2.1. TASK. Given polynomials A, B of degrees n 5 m as in (1. l), (1.2) 
and some E > 0, either find a homogeneous polynomial C of degree m - n 
such that 1 AC - B 1 < E, or guarantee that A does not divide B. 
We will describe an algorithm for this task running in pointer time 
O(mOgW4 + m + m lg n)). Before going into details it seems useful to 
compile several auxiliary propositions (cf. Schonhage, 1982a, b) also needed 
in Sections 3 and 4. 
2.2. LEMMA. Numerical division of G E II, by F E II,, within error 
2-“, i.e., computing some Q E II,-, and R E II,-, such that 
(G-QF-RI<~-~, is possible in pointer time O(m(s + m + 
m lg( 1 + r))), where r is a given bound on the root radius p(F), and 
IGI 5 1 5 IFI I 2 is assumed. 
Proof as for Theorem 4.1 in Schonhage (1982a). 
Computing the Taylor coefficients at some point a is considered as an 
operator T, (called the Taylor shift) defined for polynomials F by 
(T,F)(z) = F(a + z), thus T,’ = T-, . When restricted to II,, the norm of T, 
is (1 + Ia I)“. For ,F E II,, the reverse polynomial F* is defined by 
F*(z) = z”F(l/z). 
2.3. LEMMA. Taylor shift F I+ T,Ffor F E III,, IFI 5 1, la\ 5 2 in 
s-bit precision is possible in pointer time 0 (n (s + n)). 
2.4. LEMMA. Simultaneous evaluation of F E II,, with I F I 5 1 at all Nth 
roots of unity oi, w = exp(2rri/N) with N > n, in s-bitprecision is possible 
in pointer time 0 (N (s + lg N)). 
Proofs for Lemmas 2.3, 2.4 are by suitable reductions to convolutions, 
i.e., polynomial multiplications (cf. Schiinhage, 1982b, Theorem 8.4; 
Schiinhage, 1982a, Chap. 3). 
2.5. LEMMA. For F E II,,, F Z 0, n < N, w = exp(2ti/N) let 
w = wjo be chosen such that I F(w) 1 2 i mmj I F (wj) I is satisfied. Then 
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(4 IF(w)1 2 (1/2~)lFl, 
(b) IF’(w)I/IF(w) ) 5 2n3j2 
(c) F(w + z) f 0 for Iz( <‘1/4n3/2. 
Proof. Write F(z) = 2 (Y,z” and observe that 
IFI: = ‘&,I2 = $F(oj)[‘% 4(F(w)12. 
Y j=o 
Then (F 1 = ZI (Y, ( I VXI F12 yields (a). The coefficients ck in F(w + z) = 
Z ckzk are bounded according to 
With k = 1 and co = F(w) we get (b), and (c) is obtained from the lower root 
bound 1 m&-r/ c&O I1’k. 
2.6. LEMMA. For P = F,F, . . . I$ E l-II, the &norm I * ( satisfies 
IPI 5 (F,[ IF21 * * * 141 5 2”-‘[PI. 
This is a corollary of Theorem 4.1 of Schdnhage (1982b), where k = n and 
l$ E II, for allj. This analog of Mignotte’s bound (cf. Knuth, 1981, Chap. 
4.6.2, Ex. 20) is left as an exercise to the reader’s skill. 
Next we give a worst case bound on the perturbation of polynomial zeros 
which may also be of some interest in itself. 
2.7. WOREM. Let P E II, have zeros zI, . . . , zn and let F E II,, be 
close to P according to the relative estimate ( P - P I c ql P I for some 
-“‘. Then the zeros Z,, 
&‘:.I < 9fiforIz.I 5 
.?,, of 15 can be numbered such that 
also foi zeros at inf&). 
lanhil’/i, - l/zjl < 9fiforIzjI 2 l(valid 
Proof. We consider P(z) = cII(z - Zj) with c # 0; the case of roots at 
infinity is handled by c + 0 in the limit. As i’(z) = 0 implies ( P(z) I = 
/P(z) - P(z)1 5 IB - PI max( 1, I z I”), all zeros of P are elements of the 
open set 
W = {zl IP( < q(PI -41, lzl”)) (00 E Wiff (cl < qlP(). 
By a continuity argument applied to P + t(p - P), 0 I t I 1, we have the 
more precise statement that each of the components WI, W2, . . . of W con- 
tains the same number of zeros of P and of p, i.e., #{j I Zj E Wk} = 
#{jJ 5j E F&}. Therefore we may assume a numbering such that Zj E Wk 
implies 4 E Wk, and then ( zj - rj I is certainly bounded by the diameter of 
Wk. With regard to the claims of the theorem it is sufficient to estimate 
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k;;/z;p,b EKwifilal 5 1; otherwise the reverse polynomial can 
ConsiderxanddwithO~x~d~(a-b].Theremustbesomepoint 
a + xei7 E Wk (on some arc joining a and b within W,), hence 
IP(a + xeiT)I = lclnl xeiT + U - Zj( < VIP\ max(1, IU + xe"J") 
which implies 
Ix - Izj - alI 
‘/I 1 + Ial + JZj - a] < 770 + d)“. 
Replacing ( zj - u ( by Sj = min(d, I zj - u I) then yields 
nlX - Sjl < q(l + d)“(2 + d)” for allX E [0, d]. (2.8) 
Due to the extremum property of the nth Chebyshev polynomial there is some 
x E [0, d] for which the left-hand side of (2.8) is not less than P/2”-‘. In 
this way we obtain d < 4&~(2 + 3d + d*) for any d 5 I a - b I. Because 
of the assumption 7 < 2-7” all values d 2 l/13 are ruled out, and thus 
1 a - b ( < 9% finally follows. 
Now we are prepared to describe our algorithm for testing quasi-divisibility 
for A E II,, B E II,,, (with z,, = 1, z1 = z in (1.1)). IfA happens to have a 
moderate root radius, Lemma 2.2 can be applied immediately. In general, 
however, some other point suitably bounded away from all zeros of A should 
take the role of 00. With N = it + 1, we can apply Lemma 2.4 to A, where 
precision so = O(lg N) is sufficient to determine a suitable w according to 
Lemma 2.5, within pointer time 0 (N lg N) . With regard to Lemma 2.5(c) we 
then consider the transformed polynomials &, B. defined by A&) = 
z”A(w + l/z), Be(z) = z”B(w + l/z), such that now p(Ao) < 4n312. Since 
T,, modifies the norms of A and of B by factors 2” or 2” at most, (1.2) implies 
2-n-1 c= )A01 5 2", 2-“-l 5 IBol 5 2”. (2.9) 
Given an error bound E < 1 for Task 2.1 we choose 
s >= lg(l/e) + 1om + 1.5m lg n + 2. (2.10) 
By Lemma 2.3 one can compute F E II,, G E II,,, with IF - Aol < 2-“, 
(G - Bo( C 2-” in pointer time O(ms). By means of (2.10) Theorem 2.7 
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guarantees a small bound on 1/4n 3/2 - 1 /p(F), such that p(F) 5 
r = 5n3’*. Therefore numerical division of G by F according to Lemma 2.2 
is possible in pointer time O(ms), even if scaling within the bounds of 
(2.9) is needed, yielding some Q E II,-, and R E II-, such that 
~G-QF-R/<~-s. 
At this point the either/or decision needed for Task 2.1 is made, depending 
on the size of R. If 1 R ( < E * 2-m-2, then 1 G - QF 1 < 2-” + E * 2-“-*. 
Lemma 2.6 yields 1 Q 1 1 F 1 I 2”‘-l(( GI + 1) and, combined with (2.9), 
certainly the crude bound IQ I < 2’“. Thus we also have 
1 B0 - QAo 1 < E . 2-m-‘. Applying T-, to B g - Q *A d amplifies by a factor 
2” at most, such that I B - (TmwQ *)A ( < e/2. Therefore an approximation 
C with I T-,Q * - C I < e/2 is sufficient for quasi-divisibility within error E. 
If, however, (R I 2 E. 2-m-2, then A I B is impossible. Assume B = Cl A 
with Ci E IImen. Lemma 2.6 and (1.2) yield I C1 I I 2”‘. The transformed 
factor Co = (CC,)* has norm ( C, I I 22m-n, which implies ( C,,F - G ( < 
(22m-n + 1)2-“, as CoAo = Bo. In this way we find (cf. (2.10)) 
[(C,, - Q)F - R( < 2-‘+*“’ I v]R(, 
with 11 = 2-7m-1.5m’gn. Here we consider R as an element of II,,, with at least 
m - n + 1 zeros at infinity, while the n roots of F are bounded by 5n3’*. 
Thus Theorem 2.7 leads to 1 /5n3’* < 9-i”/;;, a contradiction! 
All the computational steps we have described are within the time bound 
O(ms). If this test for quasi-divisibility leads to a positive answer, then 
H = A is a quasi-gcd fitting into Definition 1.3. Otherwise, i.e., for 
1 R 1 > l /2”‘+~, the search for a quasi-gcd can be reduced to Task 1.4 with 
some l 1 = E * 2-O(‘“‘gn). Then, however, the precision s should have been 
chosen much higher than in (2. lo), depending on the size of the cofactors 
u, u that appear in 1.4(b). 
The reduction to 1.4 starts from the polynomials F E II,, R E II,-, 
described above. With proper scaling factors A, p, y > 0 we getf, g within 
the premises of 1.4 by setting 
f(z) = @‘(A& g(z) = YR (AZ). (2.11) 
Because of p(F) 5 5n3’* some A s 20n3/* will suffice for p(f) I i, and 
consequently p, y > 2- o(mlsn). After some h E I& and cofactors U, o satis- 
fying 1.4(a) and 1.4(b) have been found according to Theorem 1.5, a suitable 
candidate H for Definition 1.3 is obviously determined by 
(Az)~H(w + l/(Az)) = h(z). The only point that requires further analysis is 
how to guarantee condition 1.3(b) for this H. An exact common divisor D of 
A, B translates by the previous transformations into a common divisor d off, 
8, where f(z) = /3A0(Az), g(z) = y(Bo - QAO)(Az) in analogy to (2.11); 
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therefore If - fl, 1 g - g 1 < 2-s+o(m1gn) will hold. Similarly condition 1.3(h) 
is equivalent to 
k - hi < &-O(mkn)l h ( (2.12) 
with suitable q, where deg q = k - deg d. By means of the a priori bound 
mentioned in Theorem 1.5 for the cofactors U, u the condition 1.4(b) with el 
and f = dfi, 8 = dgo imply the decisive inequality 
1 bfo + ugo)d - h 1 < ) h ((Ed + 2-s+N+o(m’gn)). (2.13) 
At a first glance this seems to be enough for (2.12) without any further 
comment, just by choosing l t and s properly, but it should be noted that 
= ufo + ugo will have higher degree than required. Here we use Theorem 
& again. From ) hfi - fl < e1 and p(f) I 4 we get p(h) I 1, say, as well 
asp(d) 5 p(f) 5 1. Moreover, (2.13) then implies that q1 cannot have zeros 
close to the unit circle; hence unit circle splitting (cf. Schiinhage, 1982b) 
q1 = pq with p(q) < 1, p(p*) < 1 transforms the left-hand side of (2.13) 
into I p (qd) - h I. All zeros of p are close to infinity; i.e., some small bound 
on (p - 1) can be derived from (2.13) (cf., in particular, (19.3) of Schiin- 
hage, 1982b); thus p can be omitted and finally (2.12) is obtained. 
The right-hand side of (2.13) indicates that s > N = O(n lg(l/e,) + 
n* lg n) is needed. Practically, of course, one should start optimistically with 
some smaller value for s and try to use a posterior-i estimates. 
3. A EUCLIDEAN AL,GORWHM WITH PNOTING 
The standard version of Euclid’s algorithm is not suited for numerically 
stable gcd computations. A simple counterexample is furnished by 
f(z)=z4+z+ 1, g(z) = z3 - qz with small 7. 
The gcd is h = 1, and the cofactors in U. + ug = 1 depend on q even 
continuously; nevertheless the first step f(z) - zg(z) = qz* + z + 1 pro- 
duces a remainder which with the next step will call for a decision whether 
77 = 0, and this is undecidable. 
In the sequel we give a moditied version with suitable pivoting. Initially we 
set fn = f, h-1 = g (g is considered as an element of II,-, also for 
m < n - 1). Thenf,-2, . . . , fV E II, are found recursively in the following 
way. Givenf,,, E II V+l,fV E II, with& # 0, some w, is chosen according 
to Lemma 2.5 for fy; thus fy (wy) is not too small compared with (fV I. Then 
qy E III is (uniquely) determined such that qvfv - fy+l becomes divisible by 
(z - wv)*, and qv.6 - &+I = (z - w,)*fy_, determinesf,, E fIrI. Due to 
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1 w,[ = 1 and the assumption p(f) 5 $ we find by induction that 
gcd(f,+ 1, fy) = gcd(f,, fV-J. This approach is quite analogous to the binary 
gcd algorithm for integers (Knuth, 1981, pp. 321-323). The extended version 
needed for Task 1.4 also includes the corresponding 2 X 2 matrices 
M”(Z) = 1 ( 
q”(z) -(z - WI2 
0 1 
with fz’) = MVkj. (3.1) 
The most sophisticated part of our quasi-gcd algorithm is, of course, an 
appropriate quantitative criterion when to stop, in case fy-l turns out to be 
“very” small. Corresponding decisions will be controlled by means of auxil- 
iary quantities E,, = E, l n-] , l ne2, . . . which are generated by the algorithm 
itself dynamically. 
After these preliminaries let us now state the major steps of our extended 
Euclidean algorithm in a more formal way. More details will be given below. 
3.2. ALGORITHM E. 
(EO) fn :=f,f”-, := g, v := n, E,, := E, E,+~ := 4e, P := ; ; ; 
( 1 
(El) v := v - 1; 
(E2) choose some w, according to Lemma 2.5 for&; 
(E3) compute qv E IL, h-1 E K-t such that qyfv -.fy+l = 
(z - WJ2f”4 
(E4) P := PM, (with regard to (3.1)); 
(E5) choose some q = &v+l/lq,,I with 4 I 6 I 1 and set E, := 
nwq, 4 G+2); 
(E6) either guarantee Ify-, 1 c $ E,+ 1 and goto (E7), or guarantee 
I&,) 2 k,+, and goto (El); 
(E7) h :=fy, k:= V, and compute from P the cofactors U, u for 1.4(b). 
Remark. Although this brief outline does not reflect the deviations by 
round-off errors, the steps (E2), (E5), (E6) are &signed such that quantities 
like (fV 1, I qy ( need not be known exactly; in this way undecidable “if . . . 
then” clauses are avoided. 
The analysis of the algorithm requires some of the technicalities to be spelled 
out in greater detail. A practical version of (E2) could use iV, = 2r’g(V+1)1, for 
instance, but for simplicity of presentation let us assume here that Lemma 2.5 
is always used with n points for degree v < n; i.e., all the w, are nth roots 
of unity. From Lemma 2.5(a, b) we obtain Ify(wy) I Z IfVI/2V’& 
(f’(wY) I/lf(wy) ( I 2v3i2. The conditions (fy+l - qvfv)(wy) = 0 and 
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(frtl - qvfv)‘(wy) = 0 determine cy, S in q”(z) = a + a(z - w,) as 
f”+I(wY) s fAl(w”) 
cy=fv(w,)9 =-- 
f: (w,) 
f”(WY) 737’ 
(3.3) 
and from these one easily derives the estimates 
I4 5 2filf”+l I/lf”L 161 5 6’ - Wlfv+1 l/lfvl, 
Iqvl 5 Ial + 214 5 Wn* - 64lfv+#lfvl. (3.4) 
Dividing qvfv - fv+, by (z - w,)* yields frl bounded as 
If”-, I 5 +; l) l4Yf” - fv+1 I < $fvl I4 + If”+1 0, 
If”-, I < 6n4\fv+l 1. (3.5) 
When (E7) has been reached the matrix product P accumulated in (ELF) will 
be 
wihp2 E RA+I, pbp4 E II,-, , p3 E II,+, . In order to find upper bounds 
on the size of these polynomials we observe that, due to the bounds 
4 %I/ E,+~ 5 1 and ~E,/E,+~ 5 4 from (E5), the scaled matrices 
qv -$(z - 
(3.6) 
0 
all have maximal column sum norm 5 1. The same is true for their product 
and therefore we get 
IPII + lP3l5 lp21 + lp41 52. (3.7) 
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For v = k the condition (&r 1 C l ,+ i/4 in (E6) is satisfied; thus (3.6) yields 
IP*h-1 I + IP‘&-l I < E. By iterating (3.1) we finally obtain 
(3.8) 
hence (f- plh( + lg - p&l < e in fulfillment of 1.4(a). 
Next we have to explain the computation of the cofactors in (E6). By (3.1) 
we get det M,(z) = (z - w,)‘; thus det P = D, where 
n-l 
D(z) = l-j (z - w,)*. 
u=k 
Multiplication of (3.8) from the left by the adjoint P+ yields 
P+(i) = (hyD) with P+ = (Tj3 -jy); 
in particular& - p2g = h D. Since D andfare coprime, the latter equation 
can be “divided” by D mod f. There exists a unique reciprocal R such that 
RD= 1 + Sf, R E K-I, s E IL&/-,. (3.10) 
Let us postpone the problem how to compute R (within sufficient precision); 
we will come back to that soon. Multiplication by R leads to 
RpJ - Rpzg = h + hSf7 
and dividing -Rpz byfgives -Rp2 = Kf + o with z, E II,-, . In this way we 
arrive at r.ff + ug = h, where u = Rp4 - hS - K is necessarily of degree 
m - 1 at most. 
The precision in which all the preceding computations are to be carried out 
in order to accomplish the relative accuracy required by condition 1.4(b) 
essentially depends on the behavior of the quantities E, generated by (E5) and 
how they are related to the norms IfV I. 
3.11. LEMMA. The E,‘S satisfy the inequalities 
(a) If4 1 E, 5 --(72n*)“-‘, 
04 5?$ 5 $(72n2)n-Y, 
(c) lg$slg$+i(n- v)(lgz+nlg(9n)). 
proof. If, in (E5), E, = q 2 cv+,/6jqvl, then (3.4) implies EY/lfYI =‘ 
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(~~+,/lf~+~ 1)/(72n2). In case of E, = ~,+~/8 we use (3.5) and get a corre- 
sponding denominator 48n 4, i.e., less than (72n2)’ for a double step in the 
index, or E,-~ = e/2 for v = n - 1. Thus (a) follows by induction, starting 
from ~l(hI 2 e. 
By (E6) we have E,+~ I 51fVj for n - 2 2 v 2 k, and E,+~ = 
445 < w = 51&-i ( by the assumptions in Task 1.4. Therefore (a) implies 
(b), and (c) follows from (b) by induction. 
Note that the E,)S need not decrease monotonically. For example, l s, e7, es 
may be much smaller than es, eg, e4. 
The polynomials fV for v 5 k are bounded away from zero according to 
If”) 2 f E,+~ 1$ E,, especially I h ) > l k . Therefore 1.4(b) can be achieved by 
using N-bit precision throughout, where (3.7) combined with the worst case 
bound 3.1 l(c) shows that some N of order O(n lg(l/e) + n2 lg n) will 
suffice, as claimed in Theorem 1.5. The number of arithmetic operations 
performed by algorithm E will usually be of order 0 (n2), since each pass 
through (E3), (E4) requires 0 (n) operations; hence the resulting bound on 
pointer time is 0 (n2N) for this algorithm. 
Let us now return to the problem of computing the reciprocal R in (3.10). 
The standard recipe for such a task is to perform an extended gcd computation 
again, now for f and D, but we are able to avoid such a circularity by 
exploiting the more special structure of the latter gcd problem. Since the 
factorization (3.9) of D is available, one can, for instance, compute the mod 
f reciprocals of the single factors (z - w,) first, namely R, E II-, with 
R,(z) = (1 - f(z)/f(wy))/(z - w,), and then form the product R: . * + 
R#$-, 3 R mod f. Within the precision required this could be done in pointer 
time O(n2N). 
An even faster method starts from some initial approximant R, of moderate 
precision and uses iterative refinement. Consider RI, el E II,-, with 
RID = 1 - el modf. Then R2 = (1 + e,)R, modfsatisfies RzD = 1 - e2 
with e2 E I&-,, e2 = e: modf, and the latter implies ( e2 I I I el 1’ * 2O(“), as 
can be shown by means of the integral formula 
e2(z) = -!- 
2m’ I 
e:(t) f(z) - .a) dt 
~I=I f(t) z-t 
(I4 # 1) 
with p(f) % $ . Therefore exponential convergence, say I ej+l I 5 ) ej l1.5 for 
j= 1,2 . . is achieved, provided I el I 5 2-” with a suitable constant c. 
By performing this iteration in gradually increasing precision such that the 
whole execution time can be estimated by a geometric series, final precision 
of N can be reached within pointer time 0 (a). 
The computation of such an initial RI is based upon the integral 
representation 
R(f) f(z) - f(t) R(z)=l/ - 1 
h-i 14=1/2 f(t) z - t dt=%i 
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The second version follows from (3.9), since S/D has no poles within 
ItI < 1. Coefficientwise this means R(z) = y. + ylz + . - . + y,-,z”-l, 
where f(z) = o,,z” + . . . + an and 
n 
Ynr = 2 Cu,-jPj-1-m (3.12) 
j=m+ 1 
with 
1 
a = 2m’ I 
t’ 
Ir(=1/2 mw) df 
(0 5 1 < n). 
The p’s are obtained simultaneously by numerical integration, i.e., by a few 
discrete Fourier transforms related to the points 4 exp(j * 2+/M). Evaluation 
of the y’s in (3.12) is possible by another convolution. An analysis of the 
Laurent series expansion for l/Of shows that the required initial accuracy 
1 ei 1 I 2-” can be achieved with M = 0 (n) points and 0 (&bit precision for 
these DFTs, hence RI is found in pointer time 0 (n’). 
Altogether the approximate computation of R and S in (3.9) is possible in 
pointer time 0 (ti), which is even better than the bound in Theorem 1.5 by 
a factor of order lg n. 
4. DIVIDE AND CONQUER 
After having established a stable version of Euclid’s algorithm in its 
“linear” form we now want to give the refinements needed for the improved 
upper bound 0 (Nn lg n). A straight adaptation of the algebraic ha&d 
technique (Aho et al., p. 304) is impossible, since the pivots w, are not known 
in advance. In order to choose them properly, we need the polynomialsf, in 
full-but only at moderate precision, and that is the point! We will replace 
algorithm E by a refined algorithm R which is based on two auxiliary recur- 
sive procedures, called XX and FF. While XX embodies the divide-and- 
conquer principle with regard to the degree of the polynomials involved at 
some fixed precision (provided the pivots w, are known already), FF will back 
up the search for further w,‘s by computing (some of) the f,‘s at higher and 
higher precision. 
First we have to describe the underlying data maintained by these algo- 
rithms (for some fixed pair f, g). Choice of a pivot w, = exp(j, * 27n/n) 
actually means to choose the integer j,(O 5 j, < n) once and for all, irre- 
spective of the precision at which w, will be needed later on. Computing w, 
within error 2-” will be possible in pointer time O(s lg n) by means of the 
iteration w c ((n + 1)w - w”+* )/n. Such approximations are used to build 
up the polynomials DV,l defined by 
l-1 
Dv,~(~) = n(Z - Wv+i12- (4.1) 
i=O 
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Theparameterse,(forv= n + l,n,n - 1,. . .)willbechosenaspowers 
of two, i.e., -lgz E, E N. With regard to Lemma 3.11 we will use them for 
scaling such that our algorithms can use fixed point arithmetic. Correspond- 
ingly, products of the matrices i@, from (3.6) will play an important role, 
X “,, = iii”+l-, * - * Kiu+&, x,, = iI,. (4.2) 
In view of det &I, = (ev/eu+J(z - PV,)* we introduce 
dv, I) = lg, 
( 
E . . . y 
1 
. (4.3) 
Due to 3.11 (b) these integers are bounded as 
4v, 0 < w, (4.4) 
If 
X v,l = 7 
then x2 E II,+, , x1, x4 E II,, x3 E II,-,; its scaled adjoint 
satisfies 
In terms of these matrices the recursion (3.1) leads to 
with vectors F, E II” x I-IV-, defined by 
Because of eyeI I E,+] /8 and 3.1 l(a), they are bounded as 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
IFyl, 5 :(72n*)” < ; 2N1. (4.8) 
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In retrospect one could argue that it would have been better to use scaled 
polynomials likefV = fV/eY from the very beginning; it is difficult, however, 
to rewrite algorithm E in such a way, since proper scaling off”- I can be done 
only after qymI has been computed. We adhere to the somewhat clumsy form 
of (4.7) in order to facilitate reference to Section 3. 
Computing the northwest element & = (E,/E,+,)qv of fi, requires evalu- 
ation of fy, f:, fy+ i, fL+, at w, (see (3.3)). Doing so for many V’S simulta- 
neously calls for remaindering modulo the polynomials D,, in a divide-and- 
conquer pattern. Let R,[ denote the reduced vector with R,! = F,+I mod D,,! 
componentwise. The following lemma is crucial. 
4.9. LEMMA. Let 1, m 2 1, t = 1 + m 5 n - v. Then the components 
of the vector V = Yv+m,r R,, are multiples of D”+,,,,, and componentwise 
V/D “+,,,,I = &,mod D,,. 
Proof. By (4.6) we have &+m,rF,+r = Dv+,,,,,F,+,,,, and this implies 
Y v+m,A,t E Dv+m,~Rv,mmod 4, = Dv+m,~Dv,m, etc. 
4.10. ALGORITHM XX( v, t, s, U). It is assumed that l P , j,, are defined for 
all /.L z v, and that all We, D,,n which are used have been preprocessed in 
s-bit precision before. The algorithm expects an input vector U = F,+,mod 
D,, and returns the matrix X,,; all computations are in s-bit precision. 
(X0) R,, := U reduced mod D,,; 
(Xl) if t = 1 then compute F,+,(w,) = R,,I(w,), Fl+l(w,) = R:,,(wY) 
and use their components for & := (eY/eY+JqY according to (3.3), (4.7); 
retumX”,, = n;r,; 
(X2) m := [t/2], 1 := [t/21 (for t 2 2); 
(X3) WV + m, 1, s, &,A returns Xv+,,,,~; 
(X4) form W := (Yy+m,&t)/&+m,~ (see 4.9); 
(X5) XX(v, m, s, W) returns X,,; 
(X6) return Xv,, := Xv+m,~Xv,m. 
The preprocessing of wI* and D,,* is by 
4.11. &GORITHM DD(v, t, s). If t = 1 then compute w, and the 
coefficients of D, 1 within error 2-” else set m, 1 as in (X2) and perform 
DD( v + m, 1, s), DD( v, m, s), D,, : = Dv+*,, D,, using s-bit precision. 
Here the value of s will always be at 1eastNi (cf. (4.4), (4.8)). Let T(t) denote 
the pointer time for XX( v, t, s, U) without step (X0), which will be accounted 
for with the calling algorithm, and let s be fixed for the moment. Then we find 
(cf. Schiinhage, 1982a) 
T(t) I T(1) + T(m) + O(st), 
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which implies the bound 0 (fs lg f) 5 0 (ts lg n). The pointer time for 
algorithm DD is of the same order. 
Next we present the refined version of algorithm E. Besides Nr it uses a 
similar quantity so to be discussed below. The computation of fy-, in (E3) is 
replaced by calling procedure FF in (R5), and (E4) is postponed to (R7). 
4.12. ALGORITHM R. 
W) v := n; choose (as a power of 2) E,, E [e/6, e/2]; e,+r := 4e,, 
F, : = E;’ ( f ) within error 2-N1; 
021) v := v - 1; 
(R2) choose some j, (i.e., w,) according to Lemma 2.5 for (4/eY+$” 
available in F,+, at precision Nr ; 
(R3) compute 4” = (Ev+2/4Ev+dqv from &+I as in (Xl); 
(R4) choose (as a power of 2) some 77 = &,+2/4] &I with d I 8 5 f 
and set l Y : = min(q, $ E,+z); 
(R5) FF(v, Nr) returns F, within error 2-N1; 
(R6) either guarantee (4/~,+r)(f~-r ( < 1 and goto (R7), or guarantee 
(4/5+&L 1 1 0.8 and goto (Rl); 
(R7) h := E;‘J, ( av’a d bl einF,),k:= v;N:=U(k,n-k)+ 2so, 
DD(R, n - k, N); XX(k, n - k, N, F,) returns Xk, ,,+; compute from &, n-k the 
cofactors U, 0 for 1.4(b). 
A thorough discussion of the round-off errors in XX reveals that X,, will 
be obtained within error bound 2-‘+‘, where 6 = d( v, r) + 0 (NJ, provided 
the input vector U is also given in s-bit precision. The scaled adjoint Y,, f then 
has error less than s-s+= with Q = 2d( v, t) + so and suitable so = 0 (NJ. 
Therefore, by the choice of N in (R7), 
will be obtained precise enough to guarantee that proper cofactors u, II can be 
computed from 
d(y~f + J’2d = &,n-kh + errof 
by the method described at the end of Section 3. 
A simple version of procedure FF could be based on the a priori bound 
(4.4). We prefer to give an adaptive solution that will exploit the occurrence 
of smaller numbers d (v, 1) and thus will be faster in case the E,‘S decrease at 
moderate speed only. Some bookkeeping is needed for controlling this dy- 
namic process. Depending on the current value of the index v of algorithm R, 
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a list of approximate vectors Ffi for p > v (after (R5) also for p = V) is held 
stored together with precision parameters p(p) such that the error in FN is 
guaranteed to be less that 2- p(fi). Formally we may set p (n) = GQ (or at some 
huge a priori bound), since F, is available at any precision from the oracles 
for the inputs f, g. 
4.13. ALGORITHM FF(p, u). Only called with p < n; it will update FP 
and p (p) such that p (cc) 1 u holds. 
(FO) set I to the maximal power of 2 dividing IZ - CL; m := p + 1, 
a := 2d(p, 1) + so, r := u + a; 
(Fl) if r > p(m) then FF(m, r); 
(F2) if 4r 4 p(m) then s : = 2r else s := p(m); 
(F3) DD(p, 1, 4, JWp, 1, s, F,) returns X,,,; 
(F4) FP := (Y,,, Fm)/Dp,, using s-bit precision; 
(F5) p(p) := s - a. 
We have aheady explained that the increment a in (FO) will compensate for 
the error in Y,, r; the additional errors in (F4) will also be covered, if SO is 
chosen large enough. The bound on pointer time for (F3), (F4) is 0 (Is lg n) 
+ 0 (ns) , including the step (X0) implicit in (F3). In order to derive an overall 
bound on all calls of FF caused by (R5) we have to analyze the mechanism 
of recursive calls in (Fl). The pointers p I+ m as defined in (FO) describe a 
tree with root n. First we consider all calls associated with a fixed edge (p, m) 
for which a then is constant. 
4.14. LEMMA. For fied p always either p(p) + a = p(m) or 
p(p) + a I $p (m). Whenp (CL) is changed, then its value is doubled at least. 
Proof. When p (p) is set for the first time or changed by (F5), then either 
p(p)+a=2rs () ip m or p(,u) + a = p(m) due to (F2). When p(m) is 
changed, its value is doubled at least, which then implies ip (m) z p(p) -t a. 
It remains to show that p (CL) when changed will be doubled at least. FF&, a) 
will be called with (+ > p (p) only (provided p (p) has been defined already); 
hence r = u + a > p(p) + a, but after (Fl) also r I p(m), therefore nec- 
essarily ip(m) 1 p(p) + a. With any choice of s in (F2) we thus have 
s - a 2 2(p(p) + a) - a. 
Combining (F2) with this lemma we see that successive calls FF(p, . . .) 
will generate s, s ‘, s”, . . . withs ’ 2 2s, s” z 2s ‘; this implies a time bound 
0 ((I lg n + n)r(p)) for all these calls, where r(p) denotes the (maximal) 
value of r generated by (FO) on the last of these calls. 
Let us now consider the final tree after termination of algorithm R. For any 
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leaf p we have r(p) = N, + U(p, 1) + so, for the other p’s recursively 
r(p) = 2d(k, 1) + so + max{r(p’) 1 p’ is child of p}. (4.15) 
According to this the running time for all IT-calls seems to depend on the 
behavior of the cy’s is a rather complicated way; thus let us switch to worst 
case bounds now. Consider the classes 
Li = {plk s p <n, andn - ~isanoddmultipleof2~. 
By combining (4.15) with (FO), (4.4) and so 5 yN, we get 
r(p) I C (2,’ + y)N1 + IV, S (2’+2 + y lg n)N, forp E Li. 
jci 
Moreover, I = 2’ for p E Li and #Li 5 (n - k + 1)/Z+‘; summing up 
over all edges of the tree therefore gives 
c O((1 lg )2 + n)r(p)) I 0 2 (2’ lg n + n)(2 + y- 2-‘-‘lg n)(n - k)Nl 
Ir i 
5 o(n lg n(n - k)NJ 
as a bound on pointer time for all RF-calls. By the choice of N in (R7) with 
the a priori bound N I 0 ((n - k)N,) from (4.4) the final computations in 
(R7) have a similar time bound, namely 0 ((n - k) lg II N) for DD and XX, 
and O(a) for computing u and u. By (RO) we have 5/e” 5 30/c in (4.4); 
hence 
, 
which completes the proof of Theorem 1.5. 
5. INTEGERPOLYNOMIAL GCD COMPUTATIONS 
It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss substantial applications, but 
we would like to give a brief outline of what might be called a non- 
application. One could have the idea of applying our quasi-gcd algorithm to 
the task of computing the gcd of two integer polynomialsf, g E Z[x], say of 
degrees n >- m and with norm If], 1 g 1 < 2’. Then E should certainly be 
chosen much smaller than 2-l, but even with E = 2-l no better bound than 
0 (n 2 1 lg n + n 3 18 n) could be obtained from Theorem 1.5. In addition there 
would be the problem of how to turn an approximate result h into a clean 
integer polynomial. Instead, we recommend the following method by imme- 
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diate reduction to the gcd computation for two integers which will always be 
(much) faster. 
Without restriction we may assume that& g are primitive; then also their 
gcd h E Z[x] is primitive. If deg h = k, then there exist integer polynomials 
u(x), o(x) of degrees Jo < m - k, v < n - k and an integer 4 such that 
This can be proved by starting from a corresponding relation 
U(x)f(x) + V(x)g(x) = H(x) = 1 *xk + r&lXk-l + * * * + T-0, (5.2) 
where H is the Q-gcd off, g and U, V E Q[x]. By comparison of coefficients 
forxk, . . . , x”+“-~-’ we get at least p + 1 + v + 1 linear equations for the 
coefficients of U, V, these contain a regular square size system with deter- 
minant D, and we obtain 1 D ( % (f/f” I g I;+’ by Hadamard’s inequality. All 
coefficients of U, V, and H are integral multiples of l/D; hence multiplying 
(5.2) by D yields (5.1). 
Now consider any 5 E Z w&f(t) # 0 and set Kr = gcd(f(t), g(t)). 
Then substitution x H 5 in h(x)]f(x), h(x)]g(x) and in (5.1) shows h(&)IKt 
and K&h (5h thus 
(5.3) 
In addition, I h I < 2’+k by Mignotte’s bound and therefore I ds( (h 1 < 2’“. 
After these theoretical preparations we state our algorithm (I) for integer 
polynomial gcd’s; possible choices for 5 are discussed below. 
(11) choose 5 and computef(&), g(t); 
(12) compute the gcd K6 of these numbers; 
(13) determine a polynomial p(x) with “small” coefficients such that 
p(5) = K,; 
(14) divide p (x) by its content to find h(x). 
Choosing 6 as a power of two, 5 = 2L with L > 1, simplifies (11) to merely 
lining up the (binary) coefficients off, and of g, padded with O’s or l’s 
according to the signs. Due to the estimates given above, the reverse process 
of deciphering in (13) is guaranteed to yield the right answer (i.e., 
deg p = deg h and p = d&) if L is chosen greater than 21~2. Thus 5 = 22’“t’ 
leads to numbers f(t), g(t) of length 0 (n*/). Their gcd can be found in 
pointer time O(n’1 lg(n*Z)) by the method from Schiinhage (1971) combined 
with integer multiplication in linear time. 
Usually, however, smaller values of L like L = 1 + n will work as well. 
Then (14) is to be followed by a test whether h is really a common divisor of 
f and g (observe that the degree of a wrong h can never be too small). If the 
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answer is negative (or (13) happens to give no clear solution), then one can 
replace L by 2L and try again. If we are lucky we may come out with a time 
bound of 0 (n (n + I) lg(n + I)), which is especially advantageous for larger 
values of 1. 
Note added in proof. The reduction of integer polynomial gcd’s to integer gcd’s by evalu- 
ation and interpolation has been described previously; cf. Char et al. (1984). 
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